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 White Desire

  

I'm living with a white desire

Underneath the sky blue skies

I wanna live in a greener pasture

Lying in a bed of red roses 

I wanna be real

I wanna be free

I wanna be me

The free me 

  

? White Desire, 2020
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 Becoming

  

He was always silent. 

A serious man.  

I don't know what was inside his mind. 

He was not like any other father in the world I know.  

He was mysterious.  

He shared just a little detail about his past life.  

Some are lies and some are near to what is true. 

Yesterday, we were opposite.  

Now, I am becoming like him. 

  

?Becoming, 2018
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 Memories Hidden in Words

  

To my friend,  

        Hi. This is a letter written only for you. You are a God-given gift to me. And I accepted the gift
with so much gladness and excitement. When I unwrapped it, the gift brought me joy no one in this
world could ever explain. Now, I'm swimming in the sea of happiness. The happiness that you had
shared with me is a great privilege of my existence.  

        As I have searched for my life's purpose, you were there with me. Now that I'm fulfilling it, you
haven't left. The "you" who had contributed to my life's adventures of pain and misery is still the
same "you" who had helped me in my adventures of forgiveness, trust and of love. I found in you a
heart of a friend who is willing to take risks. I realized it when you helped me the moment you saw
me taking the first steps leading to my own destruction. A single moment from those memories will
never be forgotten. (You really have no idea about it.) Our memories are hidden in these
words. Memories only you and I know. But these words are not even enough to fully convey to the
vast universe how important those memories are to me and how I value you, the special person I
spent those memories with. You have no ideas how important you are in my life. Truly, you are a
part of me. You are not just my dearest thoughtful friend. YOU ARE MY FAMILY. 

       You are truly unique. You are quaint. A breath of fresh air. Your palpable personality and all the
things that make you different are what make you who are, interesting. As your friend, I'm proud to
say that your life has brought a positive effect in my life. I believe you have caused a great change
in me. I'm personally blessed with your life. You are a great proof of how powerful GOD is. You are
an inspiration. Thank you for sharing your life's experiences and testimonies. I do believe that as
you share your life to others and as you open up your heart to them, surely, they will be blessed. 

      Now, as your brother, I am accountable for your life too, just as you are to me. I do care for you.
And I will seriously take all the risks just to keep you on track. Let's help each other together. Let us
walk together in an atmosphere of openness and love.  

      While you still haven't faded from my view and while we have this thing called "today", I just want
you to know that the joy of the memories we had and the moments of these last days we have are
my life's most beautiful and meaningful.  

  

Yours truly, 

Jerricho 

  

? Memories Hidden in Words, 2019
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 Clichés

Hope is not a four-letter word

Cliché in life, yes it is

Love is not a four-letter word

Cliché in life, yes it is 

Beautiful cliché words

Meaningful cliché words

Life's most essential things

Yes clichés are 

  

? Clichés, 2020
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 Figment of My Imagination

  

If I wrote songs about love,

would you listen to it my love?

If I wrote poetry about you,

would it make you love me too? 

Figment you are 

of my own imagination

Sentient, yes I am

Dear, have no trepidation 

  

? Figment of My Imagination, 2020 
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 Remind Me

  

Remind me of the first time I encountered You.

Remind me of the day I said I love You too.

Remind me of the of those times I felt helpless, lost and You're not distant. 

Remind me of the love, so strong, so close to You;

those nights I cried for Your presence

just to be with You.

Remind me if I'd fall that You will catch me

just like what You've done before. 

Let me remember what I've said to You before

The promise of my soul 

That I will go to East and West,

to the North and South, I will always follow You.

In times that You would hide Your face,

I will trust You and place my hope in You.

I will seek your face in the hills and valleys.

Remind me Lord! 

You'll never leave nor forsake me,

that's Your promise.

I believed, so I said, "I'm completely ruined".

I was tempted, I have sinned, You loved me still.

You were there and You still believe in me. 

Every moment of the day? every hour,

 every minute and every second, 

help me tell the Word to remind the world

of Your glorious promise for our souls. 

  

? Remind Me Lord, 2017
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 Pandemic and You

Pandemic

Do something for a good cause

during this holy pause! 

Time

One's world is fleeting

but now, you are not dying! 

Hope

Not a four-letter word,

You gotta remind the world! 

  

? Pandemic and You, 2020
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 To the Moon

  

I will take you to the moon tonight

I won't lose you from my sight

I want to be there

I want to stay there with you 

We will watch the twinkling stars above 

Knowing you're the one I love 

I want to be there 

I want to stay there with you 

To the Moon, 2021
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 I Saw Me

I saw myself in a room

He was crying all night long

Thinking about all his failures

All his problems  

I looked at him with a smile

His tears, a river flowing down

I tried to cheer him up

Please do not give up 

I Saw Me, 2022
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